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Abstract
This research presents a proposal to advance e-learning over online social network, facebook, through analyzing the structure of this network and the behavior of their users. In this proposal will construct facebook group for Iraqi postgraduate higher education computer sciences students (IPHECSS), this group consist of 300 users. The Proposal has four consequence steps to advance the e-learning over facebook, these steps are:
1. Constructing a proposed student’s facebooks dataset for Iraq students society called Iraqi postgraduate higher education students (IPHES), which contains self-defined characteristics of a student’s facebooks.
2. Applying customized Frequent Pattern (FP-growth) Association Rule (AR) technique to IPHES dataset as a ranker (since it calculates the frequency of attributes) and mining technique (since it extracts knowledge to predict decision making to support e-learning over facebook through analyzing student’s behavior).
3. Applying Traditional k-mean and proposed Modified k-mean techniques to IPHES dataset to advance the traditional KM in clustering the students to introduce the structure of network’s users; which helps in supporting e-learning over facebook through analyzing students broadcasting and activities. Modification on k-mean is done by injecting a preprocessing substep in traditional KM called attributes weighting depending on ranking results obtained by applying AR as a ranker and modifying Euclidian distance similarity measure to results vectors instead single value.
4. Analyzing the results of both association rules and clustering using excel2007 and UCINET software.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer networks are inherently social networks, linking people, organizations, and knowledge. A social network is a social structure of people, related (directly or indirectly) to each other through a common relation or interest. Facebook has become one of the largest social networking sites, comprising the sixth most trafficked site in the US (ComScore, 2008). One of the features of interest in Facebook is the ability to create groups. Groups allow Facebook account holders to join. An account holder can be a member of multiple groups [1]. A social network is the network of relationships and interactions among social entities such as individuals, groups of individuals, and organizations. Since the rise of Internet and the World Wide Web has enabled us to investigate large-scale social networks, there has been growing interest in social network analysis. A social network is usually formed and constructed by daily and continuous communication between people and therefore includes different relationships, such as the positions, betweenness and closeness among individuals or groups. In order to understand the social structure, social relationships and social behaviors, social network analysis therefore is an essential and important technique. Social network analysis (SNA) is the study of social networks to understand their structure and behavior. Research on social networks could be traced back to sociology, anthropology and epidemiology [2]. E-learning (also referred to as web-based education and e-teaching) is new context for education where large amounts of information describing the continuum of the teaching-learning interactions are endlessly generated and ubiquitously available [3].
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Data Mining can be used to extract knowledge from e-learning systems through the analysis of the information available in the form of data generated by their users. In this case, the main objective becomes finding the patterns of system usage by teachers and students and, perhaps most importantly, discovering the students' learning behavior patterns. Several studies have demonstrated that Data Mining techniques could successfully be incorporated into E-learning environments. The application of data mining techniques and concepts in e-Learning systems helps to support educators to improve the e-Learning environment [4].

Related works

This section will outlines related works done in social network analysis, most research focused on both of structures and user’s behaviors. In [5] Krpan D., et. al., study the popularity and the use of e-learning systems which increased through last decades. Where students produce a lot of data through their interactions with the system, this data is often not exploited. They show practical experience with specific e-learning system and applied data mining technique for the analysis which served as a tool for grouping students with similar characteristics. In [6] Nancy P. et. al., They focused on the formulation of association rules using which decisions can be made for future Endeavour. And applied Apriori algorithm to 100 universities datasets of facebook which has originated from Adam D’Angelo. They apply association rules between the attributes or variables and explore the association rule between a course and gender, and discover the influence of gender in studying a course.

The previous research with this dataset has applied only regression models and this is the first time to apply association rules. In [7] Bonchi F., Study the success of online social networks and microblogs such as Facebook, Flickr and Twitter, the phenomenon of influence exerted by users of such platforms on other users, and how it propagates in the network, has recently attracted the interest of computer scientists, information technologists, and marketing specialists. One of the key problems in this area is the identification of influential users, by targeting whom certain desirable marketing outcomes can be achieved.

In this paper they take a data mining perspective and discuss what (and how) can be learned from the available traces of past propagations. While doing this we provide a brief overview of some recent progresses in this area and discuss some open problems. By no means, this paper must be intended as an exhaustive survey: it is instead (admittedly) a rather biased and personal perspective of the author on the topic of influence propagation in social networks. In [8] Raju E., et. al., Study of online social network structures lies on the intersection of different areas of research: sociology, graph theory and data mining. This paper studies issues around analysis of social networks using web mining techniques. Techniques and concepts of web mining and social networks analysis will be introduced and reviewed along with a discussion about how to use web mining techniques for social networks analysis. This paper also sets out a process for social network analysis using web mining.
Comparison of social networks with other networks is also studied. Discussions of the challenges and future research are also included. In [9] Falakmasir M. H., et. al., They aimed to investigate the impact of a number of e-learning activities on the students’ learning development. The results show that participation in virtual classroom sessions has the most substantial impact on the students’ final grades. This paper presents the process of applying data mining methods to the web usage records of students’ activities in a virtual learning environment. The main idea is to rank the learning activities based on their importance in order to improve students’ performance by focusing on the most important ones. In this work described the process of applying data mining methods in order to rank the students activities based on their impact on the performance of students in final exams. They used a number of ‘Feature Selection’ and ‘Attribute Evaluation’ methods together with real usage data of students picked up from the Moodle LMS in order to perform the case study.

In [10] Sael N., et. al., they benefit from a new preprocessing approach applied to Moodle platform in order to apply clustering and association rule mining techniques to analyze learners’ behaviors, to help in learning evaluation, and to enhance the structure of a given SCORM content. They adopted the feature selection process and multilevel clustering that allowed us to confirm the importance of these new data preprocessing methods and to validate the usefulness of the attributes describing the learners’ interactions with the SCORM content pertaining to learners’ profiles detection. They also benefited from this approach as we sought to find possible relationships between the different parts of the relevant content and to help the teacher/ tutor to evaluate the structure of such content. In [11] Hu H. W., et.al., Study researches focus on the diffusion effect in social network. Most of these studies concentrate on identifying the key students, detecting potential groups and the predicting the users’ behaviors, but they seldom consider the impact of time.

In fact, like the prime time in TV network, the influence power of time is an important factor to determine the diffusion effect in social network. For selecting the appropriate time to spread message, not only the number of online users, but the structure of relationship and attributes of users need to be taken into account. In this study, they define three types of users according to their profiles, and propose an approach to extract the influence power patterns of time, so we can predict the proper time to announce information from historical data.

**The Proposal of Data Mining System over Facebook’s E-Learning**

The significance of this research is primarily of academic interest. How to advance the e-learning over facebook, to explain the proposal in details see algorithm (1) and figure (1) where both of them give the general strategy of the proposal.
Algorithm (1): The Proposed IPHE Mining System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Input</strong></th>
<th>Facebook’s accounts IPHES of (100-300) users.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td>Recommendations to strength e-learning over facebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process**

**Step1:** Construct the dataset of the Facebook’s group IPHES.

**Step2:** Apply the customized Association Rule (Fp-growth) technique to the constructed dataset to extract the following:
1. 1-itemset attribute frequency which will present single attributes ranking. So these attributes will be ranked according their frequency in dataset.
2. n-itemsets attributes frequency which will present correlated attributes ranking. So these correlated attributes will be rank according their frequency in dataset.
3. Extracted association rules will be analyzed to present the prediction of student’s behavior to aid in decision making for e-learning.

**Step3:** Apply the traditional k-mean and the modified k-mean, the modified k-mean will be implemented in the following steps:
1. Preprocessing the IPHES dataset by weighting the attributes in consistence to their importance which is known ranking and users’ activities of Facebook.
2. Depending on ranking resulting from association rules, determine the important attributes that are employed to clustering IPHES in to clusters.
3. Applying k-mean as in traditional way using Euclidian Distance but with proposed vision. That is by considering each student’s attributes as a weighted vector compared with others in a manner of vector (attribute by attribute), not as a single value.

**Step4:** After completing Rule mining (to study student’s behavior) and clustering (to study student’s structures), an analysis will done to advance the e-learning over Facebook. The advances are done by predictions and recommendations. The tools used in the analyzis are Microsoft Excel 2007 and UCINET.

**End Process**
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Dataset Construction

In proposal a dataset built from construct Facebook group for Iraqi postgraduate higher education computer sciences students (IPHECSS), this group consist of 300 users. It contains self-defined characteristics of a person including: facebook ID, facebook account, university, gender (female/ male), year of grad (2009 up or down), follow, follower, active, online/offline, employ, live in Baghdad or not, group, student major, graduation year, mutual friend. For reasons of Privacy (and because the data is simply not available, depending on an account’s privacy settings) only the user’s ID will be collected. Figure (2), explain how to build the dataset of students of IPHECSS group by entering the information of student as in proposed encoding to ensure registration the information in right manner.

![Diagram](image-url)  
**Figure (1): general diagram of the proposal**
Apply Data Mining Techniques

Data mining and E-learning aims provide taxonomy of e-learning problems to which data mining techniques have been applied, including, for instance: Students’ classification based on their learning subjects, year of gender; detection of irregular learning behaviors; e-learning system navigation and interaction optimization; clustering according to similar e-learning system usage; and systems’ adaptability to students’ requirements and capacities. The proposal aims to:

1. Predict students’ future learning behavior by creating student’s models that incorporate detailed information such as students’ knowledge and their Facebook’s attributes.
2. Discover and improve domain models that characterize the majors to be learned and how it communicates with other attributes such as gender.
3. Study the effects of different attributes such as employment, location of living and year of graduation.
4. Analyze students’ map (structure of their connectivity) for discovering point of diffusions in Facebook which aids in broadcasting the information over the group and other groups the students are member of. Such attributes are flow, flower, group, active and online/offline.

The application of data mining in e-learning systems is an iterative cycle in which the mined knowledge should enter the loop of the system and guide, facilitate and enhance learning as a whole, not only turning data into knowledge, but also filtering mined knowledge for decision making. The e-learning data mining process of the proposal consists of the following two basic steps as follows:

1. Apply customized FP-Growth AR to ranking and knowledge extraction and identification.
2. Apply traditional k-mean and the modified k-mean according ranked attributes to cluster the students of IPHES; because these clusters present the student’s structure over Facebook.
Apply Customized FP-Growth Association Rules Technique

A formal statement of the association rule problem is describe in the following: Let \( I = \{I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_m\} \) be a set of \( m \) distinct attributes of Facebook’s students, also called literals. Let \( D \) be a database, which represent the constructed dataset, where each record (student’s attributes values) \( T \) has a unique identifier, and contains a set of items such that \( T \subseteq I \). An association rule is an implication of the form \( X \Rightarrow Y \), where \( X, Y \subseteq I \), are sets of items called correlated attributes, and \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \). Here, \( X \) is called antecedent, and \( Y \) consequent. Two important measures for association rules support (\( s \)) and confidence (\( c \)), can be defined as follows. The support (\( s \)) of an association rule is the ratio (in percent) of the records that contain \( X \cup Y \) to the total number of records in the database. For a given number of records, confidence (\( c \)) is the ratio (in percent) of the number of records that contain \( X \cup Y \) to the number of records that contain \( X \). The confidence of a rule indicates the degree of correlation in the dataset between \( X \) and \( Y \). Confidence is a measure of a rule’s strength. Often a large confidence is required for association rules. Apply customized Fp-growth algorithm in two directions:

1. **Attributes ranker:** Through the first part of association rules you will obtain the frequency of itemsets especially single itemsets (each attribute separately). The frequency of attributes will determine the importance of the attributes among the rest, and thereby take advantage of the ranker process in clustering student’s structure, as will be explained later in proposed k-mean algorithm. Ranker process is based on the frequent items and the number of appearances of specific item in the IPHES dataset compared to the rest of the items.

2. **Predicting student behavior:** By association rule resulting from the implementation of customized Fp-growth algorithm you will support the learning process through finding relationships that relate the attributes with each others for IPHES students through mined rules.

The FP Growth algorithm is presented in Algorithm (2), this algorithm will explain the method of extracting the frequent itemsets. The procedure of generating the association rules is not presented since it as in traditional Apriori Algorithm.
Algorithm (2): Customized FP-Growth Algorithm

Input: A transactional database DB, minimum support threshold
Output: Its frequent pattern tree, tree structure

Process
1. The FP-tree is constructed in the following steps:
   (a) Scan the transaction database DB once. Collect the set of frequent items F and
       their supports. Sort F in support descending order as L, the list of frequent items.
   (b) Create the root of an FP-tree, T, and label it as “root”. For each transaction Trans
       in DB do the following:
       • Select and sort the frequent items in Trans according to the order of L.
       • Let the sorted frequent item list in Trans be [p | P], where p is the first
         element and P is the remaining list.
       • Call `insert_tree function ([p | P], T).

Insert_tree function ([p | P], T):
// The function `insert_tree ([p | P], T)` is performed as follows:
1. If T has a child N such that (N.item-name = p.item-name) then
   Increment N’s count by 1.
   Else
   Create a new node N, and let its count be 1, its parent link be linked to T, and its
   node-link be linked to the nodes with the same item-name via the node-link structure
2. If P is nonempty, call `insert_tree (P, N)` recursively.
3. The FP_tree is mined by calling `FP-growth(FP-tree, null)`

Call FP-growth (FP-tree, null)
// Procedure FP-growth(Tree, A) {
   • if Tree contains a single path P then
   •     for each combination (denoted as B) of the nodes in the path P
   •     generate pattern B ∪ A with support = minimum support of nodes in B
   • else for each ai in the header of the Tree do
   •     generate pattern B = ai ∪ A with support = ai.support; construct B’s
     conditional pattern base by traverse the FP-tree by following the link of each
     frequent item and accumulate all of transformed prefix paths of that item and
     construct B’s conditional FP_tree (TreeB) by
     • accumulate the count for each item in the conditional pattern base >=
       minimum support
     • if Tree B ≠ Ø then
     •     call FP-growth(Tree B, B)
   }

End Process

Figure (3), present the implementation of the customized FP-Growth algorithm. In (a) shows input file of customized FP-Growth which presents dataset values as coded data,
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as explained in section. In (b) will see the interface of AR apriori implementation. Finally in (c) the resulted association rules are saved in .doc file.

Figure (3-a) Input text file in the Fp-Growth

Figure (3-b) the interface of AR apriori implementation
Figure (3-c) Output text file of the Fp_Growth

Figure (3) customized FP-Growth.
Figure (4), presents the analysis of the customized FP-Growth algorithm. Will present a sample of analysis two extracted association rules and how they are used in advance e-learning over facebook. In (a) the rule will predict a student behavior among gender, online states and student major attributes, since student follow other students, active, employee and member in other groups. In (b) the rule will predict a student behavior among follow and active attributes, since student is follower, online, employee and has a specific major.
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Apply K-mean Technique

The K means algorithm will do the three steps until convergence, these steps are explained in algorithm (3) below.

**Algorithm (3): Traditional K-Mean**

| **Input:** | Dataset as vectors, n present no. of clusters. |
| **Output:** | n clusters |
| **Process** | 1. Iterate until stable (= no object move group): |
| | 2. Determine the centroid coordinate. |
| | 3. Determine the distance of each object to the centroids. |
| | 4. Group the object based on minimum distance (find the closest centroid). |
| **End Process** |

After implementing the apriori on IPHECSS will apply the clustering technique using k-mean algorithm, a suggestion to preprocess the attributes by weighting those accords their importance. The importance of attributes resulted from applying AR techniques as ranker of attributes. The AR ranker, rank attributes according their frequency. So will give heavy weight for important attributes then reduce the weights of attributes with decreasing their importance. Then apply proposed k-mean on weighted dataset. The proposed k-mean comes from the fail of traditional k-mean in clustering the students into separated clusters and because the traditional present each student as a vector of attributes values. Using traditional Euclidian distance similarity which will give similarity among students vectors, so the clustering will be wrong since it take values of attributes in general. Where the proposed k-mean method will concentrates on the similarity of
weighted attributes not as traditional which depend on similarity of attributes values. Figure (5) will show in (a) dataset after weighting and (b) after apply proposed k-mean of the weighted dataset.

![Figure (5) Proposed k-mean implementation.](attachment:image.png)

Figure (6) shows the (a) analysis of traditional vs. (b) proposed k-mean by using UCINET program on 100 records. UCINET is a famous Social Network Analysis (SNA) used to analyze the interpersonal relationships within a Facebook group and can provide rich and systematic descriptions and interpretation of complex social relationships. UCINET focuses on the interconnections of the actors, instead of on the peculiarities of the actors themselves.

From analysis of traditional k-mean the following information is obtained:

- **Number of Class:** 2 classes A and B
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- Number of Overlap: 19 Elements
- Number of Redundancy: 62 in class A and 57 in class B
- Number of student in class A: 43 Without Redundancy
- Number of student in class B: 38 Without Redundancy
- Selected centeriod: Randomly

From analysis of proposal modified k-mean the following information is obtained:
- Number of overlap: 0
- Number of redundancy: 0
- Number of student in class A: 18
- Number of student in class B: 82

Selected centeriod: All students are taken as centeriod each time with mean of each class.

(a)
(b)

Figure (6) Visualization of traditional k-mean and proposed k-mean.
From analyzing the results of proposal k-mean there are many of points of predictions of students structure, these are:
1. The proposal introduces some of suggested terms such as positive student and positive time. Positive student means a student that has the ability to influence other student in the group. That is, the positive student can easily influence other student through direct or indirect connects. Influence is the capability of information diffusion in social networks.
2. With the greater influence, the information can be spread to other student more quickly and widely. We divide influence feasibility of student into two parameters, influence range and influence degree. Influence range means the spreading scope of message or behavior, and influence degree represents how deep the student can affect neighbor’s students.
3. Positive time means the time which has the greatest influence. That is, a positive time point is a specific time for a facebook that has a large number of positive students who are actually online.
4. The proposal can infer that the capability of information diffusion may be more powerful because the number of online students more than offline and the number of students which have medium influence power is more than low influences.
5. The proposal can infer that the influence power is stronger with high number of high influential students.
6. The proposal can infer that the information diffusion may be more effective by selecting the right time.
7. The proposal needs to consider the distribution of students and the relation structure of students.
8. There are two different relation structures of students; quality and quantity. The amount of online users is more high quantity, but the quantity of high and medium influence students is much more quantity and quality.
9. If we only use the number of online students to evaluate the influence power, the results is difficult to convince people. So we need to consider the distribution of students. Besides, not only the amount of online students and their distribution, but the relation structure of students must be taken into account.
10. Here come some examples: if there are two students, A and B, and they both have many neighbors students which are in other the groups. So the information can be spread to many students or more.

Conclusions
From design, implementing and results analysis we conclude the following points:
1. Customized Fp-growth is Linked with proposed K-Mean to build an integrated model, from which customized Fp-growth is used in ranking attributes according their importance. They are used it in proposed K-Mean to identify Facebook members or users who could be relied upon in diffusion process to the rest of users taking into consideration the attributes of the missing and non-integrated to create relationships with other attributes that could be relied on.
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2. The FP-growth method transforms the problem of searching for long frequent patterns into shorter ones in much smaller conditional databases recursively and then connecting the suffix, it uses the least frequent items as a suffix, this is done by building Fp-tree, offering good selectivity in term of timing.

3. The Fp-Growth provides efficiency in terms of information storage this is useful in dealing with the large actual database that will be dealt with, especially the increasing demand for the use of Facebook by users and spread everywhere.

4. The proposed k-mean comes from the fail of traditional k-mean in clustering the students into separate clusters. In traditional k-mean it is possible to get repeat in the same cluster and the same student appears in two clusters, whereas in proposed k-mean there is no repeat in the clusters and cluster are completely separate from some. This is what matters in information diffusion in Facebook because.

5. Diffusion focuses on delivery of information to the largest number of students on Facebook in shortest time, the repetition prevents this aim.

6. The traditional system presents each student as a single value of attributes. Using traditional Euclidian distance similarity will give similarity to student’s vectors, so the clustering will be wrong since it takes values of attributes in general. On the other hand the proposed k-mean method will concentrate on the similarity of weighted attributes not as in traditional system which depends on similarity of attributes as a vector for each one.

7. The traditional k-mean selects, the centroid randomly, this means it is possible that the problem which lies the selection is not the best, while in the proposal k-mean algorithm this problem is solved because it takes all student attributes as a centeroid.
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